
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2007 6:13 PM PT 
To: Maxwell M. Blecher Esq 
Cc: rest; JRK@class-action-law.com; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John 
BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; 
King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; 
Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy 
- JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-
Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - 
Rapaport Report; Mark Gevisser - The Nation's southern African correspondant; Miriam 
Ross - Survival International; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Dr. 
John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard 
University Department of African & African American Studies ; Drew Faust - President of 
Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Jay O. Light - Dean 
Harvard Business School; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES 
INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Joe Ash; Mossad; Arthur Carter - Publisher of the New 
York Observer; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 
Diamond Invention; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; greer@jpost.com; Hilary-Bill 
DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 
Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee 
Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Professor Trevor Jones - Economics Dept - 
University of Natal, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South China Morning 
Post; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the 
Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; linda.fung@dowjones.com; Lowell 
Potiker - Fund manager; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Simon 
Wiesenthal Center; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - 
A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director 
of Wetherly Capital Group; Dr. Rod Smith - Waterstrategist.com; Pearl Center; Diana 
Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - 
December 10, 1996; 60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - 
son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli 
Air Force; M.A. Sanjayan, Ph.D. - Lead Scientist, The Nature Conservancy - Planet 
Earth BBC commentator; Sarah Salaheddin Eltantawi - Harvard University; Rush 
Limbaugh; Oprah; Dr. Laura Family; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Professor Rabbi 
Dennis Prager - TV-Radio Talk Show Host; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past 
President of the New State Bar Association; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; 
William S. Lerach Esq. - Chairman of the Firm; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o 
Raz Elmaleh; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; Allie Meyer - WHY WE 
FIGHT!; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Jay McMichael - CNN 
photojournalist; Jewish Telegraph Group of Newspapers; Joseph Steinberg - President 
of Luecadia National Corporation; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - 
AIG; Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host - 
WCBS-TV ; oreilly@foxnews.com; Lewis, Gregory B; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Tefo 
Mohapi; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: WHY THE SUDDEN RELEVANCE OF THE DIAMOND INVENTION APART 
FROM THE DAAC STILL IN POWER AND THE US NO LONGER IN POWER - 
STINKY OLD - ZENA-PURCHASE-MANHATTAN 
 
Dear Max, 
 



At 12 noon JoNathan, my wife’s 15-year young son who was at his Sperm Donor’s 
household, about a mile south and a mile east from our cliff house, called to let his 
mother know that he would not be home when Marie Dion Gevisser planned to pick him 
up after art classes with Sebastian Capella because he, and Dr. John Ben Steward MD, 
thank G-d/God no longer practicing pathology at the heavily corrupt Sharp Memorial 
hospital, were being evacuated; and when I asked why he did not come to our cliff house 
on the beach 

 



 
where in a worse case scenario he could jump in the water and swim to safety all the 
way to China, if necessary, responded, “But how would you breath given all the ash in 
the air?” to which I responded, “What is your better alternative?” which then had him 
letting me know that the authorities were sending them to the Torrey Pines parking lot on 
the beach, a mile west of where THE IT lives. 
 
Can you figure why JoNathan even bothered calling apart from thinking that we might 
think it safer to breath the foul air in the Torrey Pines parking lot. 
 
After MDG had swung by the Torrey Pines State Park parking lot to pick up JoNathan 
holed out in The IT’s car and when arriving here at the Cliff House, asking JoNathan first 
what he thought of relatively clean air in Cliff House a whole lot better than being in a car 
with fart face The IT, the truth inevitably was revealed with JoNathan letting us know that 
there was in fact NO evacuation order given but THE IT had taken it upon himself 
knowing that the air down by the beach holed out in a car was even worse than his fart 
filled 3 story house, to do what all uncaring-over controlling parents do which help 
tremendously in fucking up the world and to over-react causing those in their custody to 
not think and when acting as they should when faced with a real crisis versus constantly 
“crying wolf” either “freeze” or over-react just like THE IT who amongst a number of 
fucking dumb things clog up already congested roads, not to mention how so very few 
people thank God/G-d ended up in the parking lot of Torrey Pines State Park, making 
such a spectacle out of himself and his so “needy” 15-year son. 
 
Interesting the need of TV and radio talk show-news hosts thinking because they decide 
on the news that the world revolves them and the idiots listening to them to spell 



everything out to those here in San Diego county a part of 30 sum million Californians 
led by intellectual lightweight heavyweight builder Austrian Arnold, waiting for the call to 
evacuate; 7 odd fires raging out of control including one started by bored school kids 
from a local school fed up with all the nonsense talk of over controlling parents, not to 
mention that JoNathan’s history in response to JoNathan most recent question, “Why 
don’t Al Quaida attack the oil fields of Saudi Arabia?” which you can understand he 
picked up outside of school and THE ITs so much utter nonsense talking household, 
“Because Al Quaida profit from the oil fields!” which of course satisfied all the kids 
including JoNathan mostly thinking about the next medal he can get from next week’s 
surfing competition; to mention little of such an answer rather truthful wouldn’t agree 
considering the fact that currently the US does in fact control all the oil fields of the 
Middle East, but for how much longer you must now ask yourself, repeatedly; treating 
yourself just like an over-controlled child who only really knows how to be a politician 
when mostly trash talking that can work just fine so long as you are fine growing up to be 
a co-dependant and your Trust Fund doesn’t run out! 
 
So much concern for life and property and in no time at all, most if not all, including 
those losing their lives, limbs and homes including RV vehicles, family photos, forgetting 
that out-of-control real estate development, the mortgaging of our children’s future at the 
heart of our lack of concern for all of humankind beginning with our own children who 
can perfectly understand including those co-opted-co-dependant that the word, 
“humankind” is the oxymoron of all time. 
 
This so very transparent meddling in the otherwise precise sequencing of DNA that 
should have us humans thinking a whole lot more logically about the connecting dots 
between increasing lack of water and human population that leads to us not so much 
swimming in our heavily polluted DNA, just look at the nutcase buddy of Dr. John K. 
Pollard Jr.. Dr. Watson suggesting that Black people are inferior in intelligence when all 
the science and the math suggests the exact opposite, but poor breeding via poor 
conditioning increasing the numbers of morons in all “money me” societies so out-of-
control and so obviously lacking logical thought processing that has the most negatively 
disposed attracted to one another; quite different and apart from the notion that 
“opposites are attracted”. 
 
Again, on the contrary, and as logic would dictate, of course, those seeking “negative 
attention” attract their own types all excellent politicians just wanting to be “liked” and 
nothing so “attractive” as one who has been allowed by an over-controlling uncaring 
parent to perfect the “victim role” that comes across as so “very cute” to the “easily 
pleased” not wanting to “create waves” instead enjoy the peacefulness of being around 
“brain dead” individuals whose brain wave patterns are flat while ever so very plotting 
their next move. 
 
Being non-confrontational is no excuse for bad judgment – MDG 
 
So very dangerous to allow for a single moment those weak kneed to open their mouths 
to do more than simply be fed healthy food until just old enough to stand on their own 
two feet and be “swept out of the house” to make better life for themselves and humanity 
unless really and truly contributing to the household who much know better than to all 
negatively charged particles in a positively charged environment. 
 



“Be fruitful and multiply” applied a long time past, replaced by the need to be truthful, 
always focusing on the Laws of Nature that didn’t just arrive yesterday or out of thin air. 
 
It is the loud, over-controlling, most brutal fatsos amongst us most responsible for our so 
self-absorbed thinking which when cutting to the chase, truly wanting to get down to 
“brass tacks” is all about impressing the other sex in order to get laid without of course 
any head trips apart from convincing that individual who you are convinced is weaker in 
spirit than yourself that there is the distinct possibility that they can be saved and when 
bored to death with that imbecile, picking of course from the bottom of the barrel, moving 
on to the next physically attractive thing which again as logic would dictate is not hard to 
find, but eventually gets old as you get stinky old.  
 
Of course you are long enough in the tooth to remember that Hollywood actor Arnold, 
raised by a proud De Beers Anglo American Cartel Nazi supporter who just loved the 
fact that the most non-Aryan looking Austrian would act his way to become Fuehrer of 
Nazi Germany without a single American in power “blinking an eye”, first made his way 
to DAAC controlled USA via DAAC controlled South Africa under the command and 
control of the 3rd Reich’s southern division, more commonly known as the South African 
Apartheid Regime, 
 
Divorce you would agree a much healthier alternative than suicide? 
 
Humankind remaining not simply so very primitive but unlike the rest of the animal 
kingdom, you think, figuring that they along with the forces of nature guided by the Laws 
of Nature so obviously designed by a truly ingenious mind, are here for the exclusive 
purpose of leading the human imbecile by nose? 
 
At seven minutes past 9 this morning, the talk show host on KOGO 600 AM reminded us 
to send an email to the ones we “love” letting them know that “we are all concerned”. 
 
How much longer do you think you can wait for a “risk assessment” specialist like myself 
to be invited on to one of these nonsense talk-news shows to explain in simple English, 
ever so calmly, remembering to look the camera lens “in the eye”, how we don’t need 
any more bits of “bad news” to conclude that not only are we all in this together, but 
apart from an, “Act of God” increasingly fed up with the increasingly poorly bred human 
sheep, there is no reason in the world to explain why the world’s capital and financial 
markets have not collapsed, yet? 
 
Interesting Cecil Rhodes, founder of US financed De Beers, private banker to the super 
rich, dead at age 49 in 1902, the year the Anglo American Boer-Farmer War ended, 
“willed” his vision for a Secret Society? 
 
The past week in review:  
 
What is wrong with this “picture perfect” photo. 



 
What exactly is the Dali Loma thinking considering how the US supported one minute 
Tibet and the next China right after Secretary of State Kissinger journeyed in August 
1971, the same month the US abandoned the Gold Standard, to China on his “secret 
mission”, deciding it wasn’t to US advantage to back Tibet if the US wanted the largest 
population on planet Mother Earth to accept our increasingly less gold backed and 
worthless currency, in exchange for China’s goods and services? 
 
What exactly is President Bush thinking apart from that impossible to forget, not so top 
secret Israeli Military Intelligence report which not only has the Peoples Republic of 
Communist China featuring prominently, but you don’t have to take my word for it that 
Israeli military intelligence, before passing it along to President Bush and his cabinet, 
also ran it by the PROCC who also approved this rather easy to understand most 
important report that again you will never be able to get out of your subconscious until 
such time as meeting up once again with our Maker who is of course laughing him-
herself silly? 
 
To repeat: 
 

Immediately following next year’s Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will 
launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. Economy. 

 
I can only talk about what is happening here in Del Mar, California with all businesses 
now shut town apart from one or two food convenience stores giving the entire world a 
forward looking view in to what it would mean were China to “play hard ball” forget 
whoever might in this very next moment attack an oil field of any consequence including 
a “sitting duck” oil supertanker. 
 
Would you think it inconceivable that the Mossad in order that we got this “picture 
perfect” photo opportunity, pointed a loaded gun at the head of both the Dali Lama and 
President “Cowboy” Bush given how utterly ludicrous it makes them both look? 
 
What a most extraordinary “legal argument” President Bush is providing the PROCC to 
begin selling off in earnest their hundreds of billions of worthless-fictitious and so very 



blood stained US DeBeers Treasury Bills, earned by selling us China’s very inexpensive 
products while mostly perfectly China’s extraordinary industrial machine that now fuels 
the world economy and at the same time China hasn’t spared a moment or a nickel 
while sharing the hard earned wealth with its many peoples to built up a military second 
to none? 
 
Couple such a “picture perfect” photo of US “thumbing our noses” at the very AWARE 
Chinese who “live to learn” and implement time and again the “merit system”, with Alan 
Greenspan laughing his head off when explaining rather clearly when appearing on 60 
Minutes back on September 16th, why he had no choice but to engage in babble “Fed 
Talk”, guilty as hell in “false advertising” T-Bills, thus providing the PROCC with all the 
remaining “legal arguments” to crash the US Dollar so inextricably tied to the Diamond 
Invention and in the very next instant paralyze the US economy without creating the 
slightest stir within China or its trading partners who would welcome and be able to 
afford all the goods destined for the US and then “sum” [sic]. 
 
Why doesn’t China simply revalue their currency and forget trying to save US 
hypocrites? 
 
Of course I have the time to now proceed and spell this all out more, recalling my 
awesomely sexy, excellent interviewer French-Canadian wife preparing for art class with 
Sebastian Capella; Marie Dion Gevisser after “dressing for success” finally grabbed a 
stretched canvas in the one hand, paint brushes in the other and when just about to walk 
down the steps of the cliff house asked me, so very caringly, “Can you think of what you 
want to have for dinner?” 
 
Bear in mind that MDG who owns 51% of everything including me, will, if “push comes to 
shove”, concede that she mostly sees me as her “sex slave”, a wish any hot blooded 
male would consider a “dream come true”, requiring so very little on my part, apart from 
until such time as I am dead or losing at least 3 of my limbs, that I be in sufficiently good 
shape as well as in the event the evacuation order arrives while she was at class that I 
have the sense of purpose to roll up all of Sebastian Capella and his protégé, Ray Anne 
Marks, as well as all MDG’s valuable currency paintings in the garage, dump them in the 
light blue canoe resting on the two workhorses in front of Carriage House, remember to 
grab the paddle attached with a surfing leash to my wave-surf ski and then head west in 
the direction of the South China Sea. 



 
Not to mention what an awesome morning the two of us spent since the “crack of dawn” 
watching the seagulls fish enmasse in the Pacific Ocean right in front of our “getting 
there”, almost completed major refurbishment art and love filled, increasingly void of all 
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negative energy most awesome rented studio cliff house perched atop the cliffs of 
heavily corrupt Del Mar, which makes it so simple to figure out the good people like our 
landlady who appreciates that MDG and I consider ourselves her private guests. 

 



Photo in left column shows Pandit Nehru and Zena and Bernie Gevisser conversing back when the 
Gevissers 

 
were this Prime Minister of India’s private guests for two weeks. 
  
You have to be more of a complete idiot than Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an alumni of 
Cornell University and MIT, not to be able to figure out on your own that during the 17 
years Alan Greenspan was Chairman of the DAAC controlled US Federal Reserve he 
was so obviously bought and paid for by the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel, so very 
much in favor of the US going off the Gold Standard, allowing the DAAC to use 
worthless-fictitious US-DeBeers Dollars, backed up first, by the most extraordinary and 
inexcusably sacrilegious “In God We Trust” propaganda “pasted” on to our currency and 
second, most importantly, the brute force of the US military to steal the world’s gold 
production and with the balance of their Diamond Currency, unlimited in supply, 
untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried, while always price fixed at more than a 
barrel of oil, to hire people like “sellout” Greenspan to forget all he had written back in 
1966 in support of not just the US but the entire world remaining on the so very 
important Gold Standard, thus showing how very powerful was this DAAC cartel of 
cartels, special interest of special interest group whose business model is founded on 
rigging every market, first by crashing the currency of a “worthy competitor” nation 



before then buying up all this now impoverished nation’s assets including land, mineral 
rights, water and technologies including patents and trademarks. 
 
So very important Mr. Anti-Trust Lawyer of the year 1998 that you perfectly understand 
that YOU ARE NOT ALONE in understanding as well besides for the need to maintain a 
sense of humor with all the many things going wrong that so much still goes “right” but of 
course time is running out for all those who “play business”, that the purpose of 
Greenspan’s epic and easy-to-read essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM was all 
spelled in the last paragraph which states so very clearly Greenspan was placing a 
“monkey wrench” in the design of the lazy filthy rich, wanting to steal the wealth of the 
world including the world’s precious minerals, water as well as human labor, by providing 
the arguments against going off the Gold Standard versus doing what he himself would 
end up playing a very important role in simply printing worthless promissory notes of the 
terrorist of terrorist financing nation that has prided itself so much on the notion, “We are 
a nation of laws!”. 
 
GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM shows the uncluttered and most brilliant mind of a 
mindful human being before getting so very easily co-opted-corrupted with so easy to 
print paper money; Greenspan being told by the DAAC soon after getting his 1966 essay 
published that if he didn’t go along with the DAAC’s Agenda, “TAKE THE MONEY OR 
OPEN A TACO STAND”, there would be others just like yourself “waiting in the wings”. 
 
Once stealing all the “worth” of a nation including the “self worth” of the individual the 
next step is simply to provide funding for building up its military as the rest of the world’s 
military “stand down” with its own masses “feeling the pinch” given how very global is the 
reach of the DAAC, the counterfeiter of counterfeiters beyond the reach of all the world’s 
judiciary given how De Beers owns the world’s judiciary, other than of course China 
where the DAAC have had a real tough time penetrating. 
 
The Chinese only sleep when having sex. 
 
The Chinese never fall asleep at the wheel as westerners get quite a kick out of pointing 
out how poor drivers are the Chinese who can also play a pretty game of ping pong as 
well as breed the very best of the best of Special Forces commandos who don’t get very 
easily distracted by those “lost souls” equipped to most of all “play victim”, and there has 
never been, in my humble but seasoned opinion, in the history of the world a more 
pathetic “loser” that THE IT who of course wouldn’t have all that much difficulty pulling 
together a team which of course I will “spotlight” until Kingdom Come which is now. 
 
Adam Tucker, my one American programmer, “jumped the gun” earlier today over at our 
Stone Home deep inside the Cleveland National Forest after he received a frantic call 
from his over-controlling-uncaring mother to quickly evacuate because she was so self-
absorbed in what was being reported in the news that she couldn’t think for herself when 
calling up Adam, not exactly a seasoned US Forest Ranger, with a “problem”, Merle 
Tucker thinking that simply “scaring him to death” would have Adam jump in his truck 
and very possibly head in the direction of the fires that were raging, causing Adam to do 
exactly as his mother had conditioned him to do which was not to think and head out in 
the direction of the fire without first thinking to ask a local who would know better to trust 
the local fire department who get paid to do their job and not leave it to poorly 
conditioned parents to call the “order to evacuate”, and in an effort to distract Adam 
provide the appropriate shock treatment by suggesting to Adam that he take out my one 
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loaded shotgun, open his mouth and when pulling the trigger make certain the back of 
his head is at least 45 odd feet away from any of the paintings including the perspex 
frame containing my father’s Air Force wings from World Oil War II. 

 



 
Adam only decided to call me here in Del Mar after first traveling like a “bat out of hell” 
for some 20 miles in the direction of the fire with his two cats no doubt thinking Adam 
had gone “out of his mind” which led me at first to think about suggesting he find a way 
to get a conference call going with his heavily real estate invested mother whose father, I 
believe, used to sell race horses to American Charles Engelhard who, with a Mossad 
gun pointed to the back of his head, chose very smartly to name my father’s first cousin 
David Gevisser as the executor of his beyond belief mineral rich estate before the 
Mossad not wasting all that much time in poisoning Engelhard, the co-inventor-co-
conspirator of the Diamond Invention. 
 
Naturally, the Mossad didn’t have any difficulty getting Socialist-Democrat Senator Ted 
Kennedy, Democrat-Socialist former President Lyndon Johnson along with Vice 
President Humphrey to attend Engelhard’s funeral on March 2nd 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby 
Church in Morris Town, two words, New Jersey. 
 
Why the sudden relevance of the Diamond Invention apart from the DeBeers Anglo 
American Cartel still in power and the US no longer in power? 
 
They have used us at the same time we have benefited, but the game is now running 
out for us, but De Beers they don’t care; they don’t have any party they support; as long 
as it supports their purpose they do not care. It isn’t like they have a country; they proved 
that during World Oil War II and I. 
 
So let me explain in black and white more on this rather important subject as I tried 
yesterday explaining on camera with my “worked-to-the-bone” wife asking very good 
questions amongst doing everything including all the this and that needed around our 
stone home, even finding the time to give her one son JoNathan an upbeat pep talk over 
the phone as he called over there letting her know how “stoked” he was about 
yesterdays’ surfing competition but most disappointed that he didn’t win a medal. 
 



We are running out of natural resources; oil being the main element other than water 
which we really don’t control, whereas oil, whatever is left, now with China being a major 
player in the world economy; it just repositions everybody.  
 
The US no longer controls China, and seems more and more it is quite the opposite, and 
we don’t even have the support of the world, even our tyrants are questioning our 
contribution to their rule. They can get other guns; the distribution now of weapons and 
the efficiency, wars no longer brute force; the fighters are now questioning. They don’t 
go blindly to war, dulce et decorum est pro patri amore. 
 
How did the US Dollar become so powerful for the past 100 years which is another thing 
we are questioning now, how can that happen? 
 
Again, why the sudden relevance of the Diamond Invention? 
 
Who says the US Dollar is finished, caput, period? 
 
Deficit needs, we can all agree, are overpowering to the point of not being able to think 
clearly and look at the price of oil despite the fact that we still have our big guns pointed 
millimeters, in the space of time, away from the heads of our oil tyrants throughout the 
world who OBVIOUSLY because the price of oil has been rising increasingly fear US 
less. 
 
Defining exactly what exactly the Dali Lama and President Bush have to lose by glad-
handing one another were they to be told by their doctors right after that “picture perfect” 
photo was taken that they have exactly 7 days to “tie up all loose ends”, might have 
them wishing for the sake of their children and grandchildren, not a single person in the 
Peoples Republic of Communist China saw that photo; gold art object dead center in the 
background, oriental everything, apart from the inconspicuously absent Peoples 
Republic of Communist China representing the Peoples Republic of Communist China, a 
nation of hard working 1.5 billion odd Chinese including some 50+ minority tribes whose 
leadership are not being entertained at the White House that carries the most bloody 
past beginning with the brutal invasion of China in 1900 where everything that wasn’t 
bolted to ground was stolen, reminding both gentlemen of the US’ very bloody and 
treacherous history and in the next instant asking them both kindly to leave the White 
House as the PROCC plan to have after patiently taking their time selling off all their 
heavily misrepresented US Treasury Bills, their own White House State Dinner that was 
never afforded Premier Hau when he last visited the White House without spelling it out 
as clearly as me that China won World War III without firing a shot and World War IV 
should be a whole lot easier just by merging that “picture perfect” photo with Alan 
Greenspan appearing on 60 Minutes just over a month ago and in the background the 
newspaper heading that appeared back on December 11th of last year in 
WorldNetDaily.com; 
 

U.S. dollar facing imminent collapse? 
Fed in bind as Paulsen, Bernanke head to China 

 
When something smells fishy it usually is. 
 



Tibet has yet to have all its 6 million murdered as did our 6 million of the best of the best 
of Jewish people who also didn’t really care all that much about anything so long as it 
was not them being butchered to death; certainly those of us Jewish people who 
survived think no better. 
 
Everything is relative until it gets even more personal, such as your pocket book. 
 
1.5 billion Chinese do have a say in what it costs to feed both the Dali Lama and 
President George W. Bush given how if the PROCC, according to my calculations, were 
to revalue their currency just to 50% of where it should be then, again according to my 
calculations, about 250 million Americans will be standing in food lines with the trucks 
bringing in the food not able to pay for the gas. 
 
What exactly does China have to gain by “pulling the trigger” on the US Dollar on a fast 
track to being called not only worthless but of course totally irrelevant? 
 
China is having a “whale of a time” watching our elected and non-elected government 
officials implode big time. 
 
At least equal in importance what prevents US Americans from being “contrite” and 
offering a full and meaningful apology to the Peoples Republic of Communist China who 
were not the first nation to bomb not once but twice innocent civilians with nuclear 
weapons? 
 
Before first getting in to my analysis of the most important HEADLINE NEWS OF LAST 
WEEK, “Treasury Chief Urges Action on Housing Slump”, to address what remains 
foremost on not only on your mind while still reeling from what I also sent attorney Kurt 
and Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. when the Cleveland National Forest was being soaked with 
the most extraordinary and much needed downpour. 
 
The brutal water beating taken by a friend of JoNathan, again my wife’s 15-year young 
“helmeted” son who like his friend Patrick will never, for the rest of their natural lives 
forget or forgive one another for an incident that like any “bullying” could have been 
avoided if either one of the kids had been raised as I was to know, first and foremost, 
that bullies are unquestionably the very worst fighters; just ask any Israeli Special Forces 
commando what they think of Americans as fighters; and so it is perfectly 
understandable that you can see all the analogies including first, why you, a Jewish 
person, don’t ask a Gentile American, better yet, a non-Jewish member of the US Armed 
Forces what they think about the fact that most non-fanatical Jewish Americans, almost 
all white, and mostly supportive of the US Democratic-Socialist Party, are so very quiet 
about where Hitler got his financing to afford his industrial diamonds as well as our very 
dark DAAC Secret Society of Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who are the 
“cushion” of the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel and who do not support the State of 
Israel; on the contrary, the Black Hatter, by and large, openly supporting Iran who does 
not wish either Israel or the US anything but harm, as these mostly young and Christian 
Americans do the “heavy lifting”? 
 
And course little Iran, the soonest of the oil producing nations to run out of oil is all the 
most laughable “sideshow” not lost for a moment on either Israeli intelligence or the 
PROCC as well as of course Mr. Putin. 
 



Moreover, you, a mighty powerful lawyer would know that the Socialist-Democratic Party 
of the United States is the big supporter of institutions and there is no bigger and more 
corrupt institution in the world than the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel who back all 
sides in war as well as peace which is war to those who profit from war. 
 
You shouldn’t just take a deep breath you should immediately go out and ask every 
person who is a stranger whether they are a Jewish or non-Jewish American and when 
they say, “Jewish” just tell them exactly what you said to the first non-Jewish American 
when asking for their forgiveness for your, your parents and children’s hypocrisy. 
 
The fact that it makes perfect sense that the school ground bully attracts the worst of our 
poorly raised children who at best “freeze” does not make it right. 
 
There are not many if any kibbutzim spotted all around the US but there could be just 
like there are in China and Israel. 
 
Israel has never kept it a secret that it has extraordinary close military and economic ties 
with the Peoples Republic of Communist China just like Israel never it kept it a secret 
from the 3 Branches of the US Government that it would do more than “make hay while 
the sun shined” when trading “openly” with the United States of America’s South African 
Apartheid Regime, the difference being that the South African Apartheid Regime ruled 
over with diamond studded iron fist some 90% of the enslaved Black peoples of South 
Africa while stealing for the US all of South Africa’s precious mineral resources whereas 
the Chinese government are showing their “independence” from US by “playing hard 
ball” with US. 
 
Why rush things when you have all the time in the world to both sleep and enjoy great 
sex knowing that you are on the side of light and what’s right is to be able to enjoy in this 
lifetime watching all those sons of bitches squirm in preparation to replenish the world’s 
squid population. 
 
You recall American Charles Engelhard while “backing to the hilt” the US Democratic-
Socialist Party led from 1933 by the Kennedy clan, was an “open supporter” of the South 
African Apartheid Regime. 
 
You will recall that American Charles Engelhard’s Anglo South African partner, Harry 
Oppenheimer was an “open supporter” of the opposition party in South Africa to the 
Nazi-Socialist National Party who seized power in South Africa within a month of Israel 
being granted Statehood by the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel controlled United 
Nations who expected Israeli forces to be overrun in a matter of hours. 
 
Again, the motto of Israel’s Mossad: 
 

By way of deception we wage war! 
 
I was trained mostly to listen to my mother, raised by a grandmother whose immediate 
family got wiped out in a pogrom. 
 
When, however, one gets to the point of telling your children all the sacrifices you have 
made so that they could stand up strong as quickly as possible on their own two feet, it 
is inevitable that you will forget even the fact that they were born with two feet. 



 
When you get comfortable with the “good life” realizing that there is nothing quite “black 
and white” as the vile Apartheid Laws of South Africa institutionalized by the Socialist-
Nazi National Party of South Africa immediately after the nonsense General Election of 
1948 that excluded some 90% of the Black enslaved peoples of South Africa who were 
doing all the “heavy lifting”, it is inevitable that you cannot even begin to figure out friend 
from foe, complicated that much more by in order to survive, the doctrine;  
 

Keep your friends close and your enemies even closer! 
 
I was also “trained” to play hard; my Royal Mater never having to remind me though to 
play, because life was always playful when constantly around the most beautiful women 

 



 
in the world, and my ever kind and gentle mother was not exactly a dog. 



 
But it was the strength of my mind that came from the insistence of both my parents that 
while they would have to watch and cringe every time I was tackled, I should partake in 
rugby, the roughest of sports, and yes so nice to be pampered with one’s arms 
constantly in casts. 
 
My way may not be the only way to find not only God/G-d, but peace and prosperity for 
all in this lifetime as well as the next; the past and the future all coming together in the 
Digital Age, Knowledge-Light-Information traveling at light-G-d-speed, a godsend. 
 
War makes perfect sense when your back is against the wall but even then one has to 
be mindful of what led to us Jewish people, God’s Chosen, becoming so very isolated, 
out for ourselves, that a bunch of miserable bastard diamond dealers and bankers could 
count on us with nowhere to run or hide, not to stand up to their Hitler, chosen only 
because this nothing was at the very bottom of the barrel. 
 
So what if the DAAC and their American-British bankers were forced to replace some 6 
million Hitlers, each one better at murdering us Jewish people had we stood tall “as one” 
giving Hitler one black eye after the next, knowing that if we didn’t, history would repeat 
itself time and again? 
 
At some point the thought had to have occurred that something was very amiss with us 
so very comfortable Jewish people, time and again, long before Hitler wrote Mein Kampf, 
failing to think about those black “slaves” in places like South Africa who would also be 
shipped to hell and gone to participate in our DAAC war games! 
 



My very smart mother spelling things out rather well in her memoirs titled, Life Story of 
Zena and broadcast via email on October 9th, 2001. 
 
How unfortunate it was, because of the vile Apartheid Regime’s insane racial laws that 
didn’t apply to us,  
 

“she [Zena] made up her mind that when her children were born (all four before she was 29) 
they must be trained to live outside of the country and sadly the land of their birth.” 

 
You would know just by reading this “Fable” my Royal Mater wrote on the Greek Island 
of Skorpios in November 1968, right after the nuptials of her client Aristotle Onassis and 
Jackie O, that there is nothing whimsical about my Renaissance mother with the most 
brilliant command of the English language, choosing the word “trained” as opposed to 
say, “educated” given how for “starters” how much “training” does one need if you have 
money in your back pocket to say purchase the island of Manhattan? 

 
 
What exactly does one have to gain, not lose, when failing to stand tall, even if means 
you get “equally harsh treatment”? 
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JoNathan attended his first self-defense class last Monday that is at least one step in the 
right direction but that certainly isn’t enough to make up for his extraordinary lost 
opportunity to stand tall. 
 
In this day and age, however, there is much more that each one of us can do to give 
peace a better chance. 
 
It is 4:34 PM PST and I was rudely interrupted by an unsolicited caller wanting to do a 
telephone survey and asking for speaking for about 18 seconds at 100 miles per hour 
asked, “Can I just verify your number?” And when she had finished repeating the 
number she had called, again some 18 seconds prior, I very nicely asked if she would be 
so very kind as to share her email address with me allowing me to respond right after 
sending out this email and of course first making sure that MDG who is resting 
comfortably on the king size bed wouldn’t want me to help cool her down with all the 
windows closed and the afternoon heat still pouring in, helped by the reflection coming 
off the ocean, by running say ice cubes down her back, the rather surprised lady began 
by saying, “mkgg.inc.com” and when I said the “@” sign was missing, well you can 
understand that it isn’t the end of the world I don’t have even very possibly the correct 
website name. 
 
The rest of the world for the past century has been continuously at war and US 
Americans are only now just beginning to get the picture of our deep dark and very dirty 
secret that as unpleasant as it is for US Americans to deal with, it is a whole other story 
as far as the rest of the world is concerned; one refugee “Lost Boys of the Sudan” crisis 
after the next, one genocide after the next; and here are US Americans happy as a lark 
playing college student, driving our gas guzzling SUVs, motor boats and RVs up the 
kazoo, massive homes to cage our human beasts, no yards to speak of, gridlocked 
freeways, still the largest polluters in the world and who but our slaves cannot forget our 
extraordinarily polluting military bases on foreign soils propping up our ruthless tyrants 
just because we are too lazy to break a sweat when having to actually work versus 
mostly “playing business” and when not so full of “trash talk”. 
 
The only male in my immediate family who didn’t get military training in South Africa, and 
remember there are 3 of us males, was me who got all my training in Israel, apart from 
when I returned to the US in late 1980, and to help me regain my strength from my liver 
being deliberately poisoned by the DAAC, I went though rigorous self-defense training 
that would have had me easily qualifying for membership in Israel’s Special Forces 
Maritime unit, Flotilla 13, apart from I never learned how to use aqualungs, unlike my F-
C wife with the most gorgeous face, perfect pare of legs, tits and ass who given how she 
also completed the required 40 hours of solo flying as well as all the written tests to 
become a licensed pilot, would very possibly be a better pilot. 



 
The photo above is a perfect example of terrible “foreshortening”, making MDG’s head 
look pintsize with a big nose. 
   
All depending on how one interprets the inexplicable taunting by Patrick of another surfer 
neither he nor JoNathan knew but who looked a whole lot stronger and had already 
warned Patrick to “watch out”, makes it a “nothing” or “everything” issue which is the first 
thing I will be addressing with both Jonathan as well as his older 18-year sister Danielle 
who is away at college; but suffice to say, such horrible “beatings” don’t only occur in the 
homes of bullying parents who mostly use words when delivering their “poison tipped 
arrows”, but in social gatherings that get passed down from one generation to the next. 
 
While it is important to create one’s own identity until one is first “straight with oneself” 
one does not know where to begin creating one’s own identity especially where the 
value system of those parents conditioning you, having the most influence is all about 
“money, me”. 
 
Practice how you want to play! 
 
There is no such thing as a “generation gap” only a “credibility gap” that gets 
increasingly wider as kids have so few good teachers to serve as their mentors. 
 
Let me give you the example of tormented Paul “Bozo the clown” Tierstein MD who at 
the very last July 4th party my wife and I attended at Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk’s awesome 
party house in Pt Loma that was formerly owned by one of San Diego’s many crooked 
mayors who married an entrepreneur who built kitchen appliances approached, not me, 
but my very beautiful and beyond belief sexy French-Canadian wife with a smile and 
body to die for just as we arrived, asking,  
 

“Are you still with him?” 
 



Sidebar to Mr. JRK - Relax, I wont mention his or her name only because they are 
insignificant to this story! 
 
The delay in Bozo the Clown’s smile quite telling that he was propositioning my wife with 
the US$30 million he had just yanked out of Johnson & Johnson for the most nonsense 
stent device that his close colleague, Dr. Kevin Rapaport MD thought from the very start 
was a “lawsuit waiting to happen” given the unfathomable level of radiation emitted; but 
again that was just Dr. Rapaport’s humble but very seasoned opinion. 
 
I should add that Kevin is not related to Martin Rapaport of the Rapaport Report, 
although I cannot be certain. Kevin and I haven’t spoken since Mr. JRK’s wedding. 

 
Kevin is, however, also a top cardiologist but unlike Bozo not ranked in the top 3 
cardiologists in the world, and consequently Dr. Rapaport’s house view is not quite on 
the cliffs of La Jolla,  
 
Were it not me, but my eldest brother, Neil Gevisser 





in my shoes, you could bet your bottom worthless-fictitious DeBeers-Dollar that Neil 
would have walked right up to Bozo who is about the same height as my brother, about 
an inch or so shorter than me, and had Bozo repeat the exact words, and if he got it 
wrong Neil would have had him repeat what he said and this could have in fact go on ad-
infinitum assuming Neil wasn’t hungry and wasn’t smelling as I was the very fresh sushi 
in the living room just inside from the one of many decks in again this beautiful multi-
level wooden structure with the largest koi pond in California. 
 
Sidebar to Mr. JRK: Please email me back the email I broadcast describing how you 
nearly owned the property in front when you had a pump failure and given your lack of 
an engineering credential the property in front nearly became part of Coronado Island 
allowing the US Navy SEALs to get to you that much quicker. 
 
When finally Bozo would have got the words exactly right Neil Gevisser would have said, 
“Now once again explain the delay in getting your mouth muscles to move!” which would 
have had Bozo the Clown quite naturally paralyzed with pretty much the same 
expression when propositioning my wife and in the very next instant with one brutally 
powerful blow to the abdomen Bozo would have been out cold, very possibly dead. 
 
I, on the other hand, realize why it is that my quick temper and also very sexual brother 
is not married to my highly sexual F-C wife who knows my eldest brother is very much 
an intellectual, a master chef and possibly still the best masseur in the world who had he 
been at the 1972 Munich Olympic Games with the Israeli athletes as he was at the 
Korean Olympics in 1988; it makes no sense to bother going on unless it is to get you 
and others to revisit Steven SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie MUNIch, and why apart from 
also a Mossad gun pointed at the back of his head would he be so very dumb to have 
provided a 5 minute 100 mile an hour introduction that had this Hollywood blockbuster 
director-producer taking one most significant jab after the next at the State of Israel, a 
subject matter I have not only covered ad-nausea but will of course reintroduce should I 
be allowed the courtesy of presenting my epic complaint against the treasonous United 
States Congress before the US Congress in open hearings. 
 
Marie Dion Gevisser is smart in choosing me who knows how stiletto like my wife can be 
when dealing with intellectual midgets like Dr. Tierstein MD and her X, The IT who love 
seeking every opportunity to add to their repertoire of “playing victim” when caught with 
their pants down. 
 
MDG right now, 5:03 PM PT looking at funny cartoons as well as “incredible pictures” of 
undersea creatures all with a “weird bird sound” sent to her personal email account by 
Dr. JKP who she is concerned about in this fire and suggests I email him to come over to 
the cliff house. 
 
Not to mention while of course my eldest brother has been in very few fights, given how 
not even the very best street fighter in world would want to go up against the very best. 
 
Each and every one of us can remember each and every occasion when we have not 
stood up to a bully beginning with the fact that my eldest brother spent most of his 9 
months compulsory military service in a US administered South African Apartheid 
Regime’s military prison in solitary confinement after knocking out a United States of 
America’s Nazi officer who was bullying a black South African cook.  
 



You must also understand that not only was I still standing next to my wife who figured 
out in a flash that Bozo was giving her as he does every women he repeatedly 
propositions a “back handed slap”, but I saw this yet another highly insecure all about 
“money, me” mental midget physician coming a “mile away” given how when we first met 
at a fancy restaurant in La Jolla back in the spring of 1999 when Mr. JRK who I had not 
met before, arrived just in time for dessert, MDG had Bozo, seemingly oblivious to his 
hard working dutiful wife seated between a 45 and 50 degree angle away from MDG at 
our rather large perfectly round table, down on his knees right beside her, as this most 
highly literate and articulate English as well as French speaking breathtakingly beautiful 
genius first stretched Bozo so very thin by referring to him as a “technician” which she 
later felt was a little unfair before having him pant like a dog as the rest of us that 
included Dr. Rapport who is from my hometown of Durban, South Africa as well as his 
wife who is an anesthetist, got entertained with the performance of our lives; even when 
Mr. JRK, who knows Bozo and Mrs. Bozo very well since the Krinsks, Tiersteins and 
Finkelsteins “live and die together”, arrived Bozo didn’t miss a beat as MDG ate him up 
alive. 
 
Sidebar to Mr. JRK: Let me know if your law partner, former US Attorney Howard 
Finkelstein remains blackballed at Matre D. 
 
The decision yesterday, today, tomorrow ad-infinitum by Treasury Secretary Henry 
Paulson calling for an “aggressive response to deal with an unfolding housing crisis that 
he said presents a significant risk to the economy” has you, Anti-Trust Lawyer of the 
Year 1998 first going back once again to December of last year when Paulson and 
Bernanke, Chairman of the DAAC controlled US Federal Reserve hastily sped off to 
China threatening the Peoples Republic of Communist China with war in the event they 
did not help the ever crumbling US economy, long on its last legs, propped up only by 
our increasingly toothless tiger military presence throughout the world, including places 
like Taiwan, the second leg of the Chinese Rooster. – See December 11th 2006, 
WorldNetDaily article, “U.S. dollar facing imminent collapse?” subtitle, “Fed in bind as 
Paulsen, Bernanke head to China.” 
 
China was much more than “gracious” when agreeing to begin slowly revaluing their 
extraordinarily undervalued currency and were the world’s number one new superpower 
to have put aside all decorum when smiling without of course grinning, just being very 
professional like, with their heads just slowly nodding away while laughing themselves 
silly inside, revalued the Chinese Yaun, while seated at the table, just by pushing a 
single button, to accurately reflect China having won World War III without firing a single 
shot while at the same time, helped of course by the very best of the best of Israeli 
Special Forces Commanding Officers, building up a military second only possibly to 
Israel-China, it would be long before Paulson or Bernanke next visited the bathroom, 
“lights out” for the US, who without a currency worth talking about. to compete against 
1.5 billion strong China for the oil China now needs, would be left to make a simple 
choice; total unconditional surrender or foolishly use what oil the US has to fuel every 
US fighter and just hope not one US fighter pilot reads this communiqué. 
 
Any revaluation of the Yaun by the PROCC has the exact same effect as the US simply 
devaluing the worthless-fictitious US Dollar as worthless as the price fixed Diamond 
Currency which of course the US Government could have done on their own without 
wasting the fuel needed to jet Messrs Paulson and Bernanke to China last December, all 
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the while without asking China’s permission; but then talking on the phone or sending an 
email doesn’t quite have the same effect when threatening war, as does clearing one’s 
throat. 
 
Let me explain for all those who are honest. 
 
Paulson and Bernanke explain “point blankly” without smiling, all businesslike what the 
US wants. 
 
The PROCC officials nod their heads and then keep quiet. 
 
Paulson and Bernanke ask if they have any questions. 
 
The PROCC officials look at themselves without saying a word, shake their heads from 
side to side, a continuum from their morning exercise routine which may include chewing 
on wire and spitting out nails. 
 
That was just a private joke between myself and multi-billionaire Canadian-American 
Ernest Rady before he got lazered and the intruder left satisfied with less than US$50 
which could not have included Ernest’s platinum mixed in with titanium drivers. 
 
Give me a break! 
 
Where were we? 
 
Paulson and Bernanke look at each other and then the one who gets kicked under the 
table keeps quiet allowing the other to ask. 
 

“You must have questions about this since you folks are all smarter than us given 
how you set the scholastic levels wherever you go?” 

 
The PROCC officials remain silent, their faces expressionless. 
 
Bernanke and Paulson then look at one another and the one says to the other. 
 

“Lets play good cop versus bad cop”. 
 
The other shakes his head approvingly and both start talking at the same time. 
 
Then the one remembers their silent code and kicks the other under the table who in 
turn manages to remember to stay silent until the other is finished talking because both 
have been schooled in the Dale Carnegie principal of whoever speaks first when making 
an offer loses. 
 
Paulson and Bernanke practice for several minutes focusing on which one of them is 
best able to clear their throat something they have both been working on ever since 
graduating out of diapers. 
 
The PROCC officials are in no hurry and don’t show any signs of falling asleep but they 
don’t forget the Yaun currency belongs to China. 
 



Exacerbated, both US non-elected government officials then simultaneously lash out at 
the PROCC officials. 
 

“The deal is that you are supposed to have just one question even if it is 
compliment us on our Chinese made red ties which we were quite certain when 
practicing on the plane ride was going to the most logical question and/or 
statement you would make resulting in which whichever one of us was quicker 
with our footwork to LOUDLY clear the throat letting you know that we don’t give 
a shit what you think; of course it is utter nonsense our nonsense request to 
gradually rise your currency but this way just like with the Japanese prior to Pearl 
Harbor, our ability to interrupt you with a clearing of the throat each time you tried 
to get a word in edgeways lets you know in no uncertain terms what we are 
delivering is a war ultimatum!” 

 
But of course you, a very distinguished Anti-Trust litigator perfectly understands that for 
American politicians to tell it exactly the way it is would have meant back in December 
2006 no different to today, nothing short of civil war here in the US and for the Chinese 
only to be concerned, ever since getting their arms around the cause of the Tiananmen 
Square Massacre of June 1989 when I first visited China 

 
that the US civil war, making the American Civil War of the mid-19th Century look like a 
day in the water park, could spread rapidly to the shores of China; increasingly less so 
as time passes and most importantly Knowledge-Information-Light travels at Light-G-D-



Speed to all the worlds military, helped in no small measure by the US military’s decision 
to ban my broadcasts on their websites. 
 
China knows better, however, than to be “gracious in victory” which to those raised 
never having been told “No!” is only interpreted as “weakness”. 
 
China could perfectly understand Alan Greenspan’s “Fedtalk” on 60 Minutes back on 
September 16th – see just3ants.com within moments in the history of time from “lighting 
up”. 
 
China can understand perfectly why Treasury Secretary Paulson thinks Americans have 
forgotten his and Bernanke’s hastily planned trip to China some 10 months ago that 
resulted in the ever peaceful but EXTRAORDINARILY AWARE PROCC giving the US 
economy some breathing room which didn’t in any way shape or form weaken either 
China’s economy or its military prowess; on the contrary the PROCC now have the 
words of Alan Greenspan to let this crook hang himself and all his supporters big time. 
 
The fact that Greenspan had a whale of a time laughing along with lightweight 
intellectual Leslie Stahl so arrogantly wearing a thick gold chain, does not wipe out the 
fact that Greenspan admits to lying through his teeth to the American public as well as 
the PROCC who have invested billions of their hard working peoples’ trade surplus in 
totally worthless US Treasury Bills during the 17 odd years Greenspan was Chairman of 
the DAAC controlled US Federal Reserve, formed some 13 odd years following the US 
led 8 Allied nation of China in 1900 financed by the very same American bankers who 
financed both the Anglo American Boer-Farmer War of 1899-1902 as well as De Beers 
whose founder Cecil Rhodes “willed” it clearly in his first will that he envisioned a “Secret 
Society” that would be the allocator of the world’s resources. 
 
Of course you an 8 year veteran United States Attorney of the United States Justice 
Department know better than to argue with me that Greenspan didn’t exactly admit that 
he was lying through his teeth when admitting to using “Fed talk” that no one could 
understand rather than tell the truth to not only the American public but again foreign 
investors in US T Bills like the PROCC, who rely on the Chairman of the Federal 
Reserve to do his job which is only “to exercise good judgment”. 
 
Would you know of a jury any in the world who would debate that “not telling the truth” 
was the exact same as “exercising good judgment”?  
 
I have been informed by very trusted friends I have known a lifetime, beginning around 
the time my highly secretive Royal Mater-Mother put me “in training” 



 
by first having our Israeli-Argentinean “guide”, Yehuda Matov instruct an Israeli Special 
Forces commando in northern Israel to hand me, still 9, his Uzzi submachine gun, first of 
course removing the bullet clip and making certain the chamber was clear as I then 
immediately went in to action and pointed it at my middle brother Melvin who instinctively 
raised his hands 

 
that I should have no fear of being assassinated should I decide immediately following 
this heavy broadcast to take a slow junk-boat ride to China so long as I attach a rope to 



an oil supertanker manned by Israeli Special Forces commandos in “real time” contact 
with the brutal Israeli Air Force and Navy. 
 
Please note the relatively long shadows which tell you it was getting either late in the day 
or still early in the morning, more likely later in the day. 
 
Moreover, it would be wrong to assume that Melvin was a fat kid; on the contrary my 
very bright middle brother was always an excellent athlete and could beat me in every 
sport apart from speed skating and given his height disadvantage of 1 inch shy of 6 foot 
made him significantly less agile than me in the obstacle portion of Gadna training in 
Israel although since he went on Ulpan two years prior it would be hard to argue either 
way. 
 
But it is fair to say that I was much better at taking exams even though Melvin’s 
knowledge in all the subjects at both school and university was most definitely superior 
to mine since I pretty much stopped listening to all my teachers except my Latin teacher 
following graduation from elementary school when I figured my math teacher Ms. Smith, 
very sexy, had taught me everything I needed to know, leaving it to my mother to let me 
know after listening very carefully to everything she had to say, figuring out the carefully 
planted gaps, whether I should listen to anyone else. 
 
Nor have you forgotten the importance of the ingenious not so Top Secret Israeli Military 
Intelligence report I happened to be the first person in the world to begin broadcasting 
several weeks ago that has yet to receive an “honorable mention” not even in the 
Jerusalem Post whose editors and staff also know that while “sum” [sic] might think I still 
need an editor or “tTOo” [sic], not only did I not, aware of the double negatives, pursue 
“further training” officially or unofficially in Israel didn’t mean that my decision to “go it 
alone” wasn’t highly respected by “those in the know”; but nor did I get off a boat just 
yesterday in Haifa harbor, Israel in search of the priceless land once owned by my 
paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser until my maternal grandfather, Alef-Albert-Al 
Badash-Ash and Issy Gevisser well before the outbreak of Israel’s War of 
Independence, worked out a deal that simply involved coming up with a “cover story” to 
hand over such important properties to the Mossad who of course didn’t start only 
reporting in December 1949 to David Ben Gurion who knew everything there was to 
know about the Badashes going back to when Ben Gurion, born and raised in the same 
tiny village as my great maternal grandmother, Nechie Badash 



 
first talked about the time when Nechie’s entire immediate family were wiped in a 
pogrom that occurred in their tiny village of Plonsk, not large town that bears the same 
name, both Plonsks in White Russia, Poland. 
 
And of course the Mossad could support my Royal Mater-Mother’s nonsense story about 
a crooked lawyer stealing these priceless properties that when she first heard about 
them when about to marry my father right after arriving in South Africa from Leeds, 
England in 1947 her memoirs sound so convincing; “Zena immediately felt at home in 
Israel”. 
 
Everything my Royal Mater has ever had to say always contains a whole lot of truth. 
 
God knows that I am not exactly in the same fighting fit physical condition I was in back 
in 1981, age 25 when I had got beyond scrumming with the world champion women’s 
rugby team following my return to the US from South Africa, still not quite over the DAAC 
poisoning my liver. 
 
I am, however, despite being prone to seasickness quite capable of chartering a luxury 
yacht even better than the yacht the President of the Port of Valencia provided to us 
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during this last America’s Cup and so long as Sebastian Capella and his beautiful wife 
Margarita were to agree to come along I am quite certain I would have no problem 
getting Sebastian’s “future”, my French-Canadian wife to come along for the ride then 
again Marie Dion Gevisser would first invite Sebastian’s protégé Ray Anne Marks who in 
turn would need permission from the rest of Sebastian’s adorning students; only MDG 
and 80+ year young Rose whose Chinese revolutionary history I have yet to hear fully, 
showed up at art class today. 
 
Then I would most likely call up that idiot computer guy who owns Oracle and suggest 
very strongly he give me an excellent deal on his yacht 

which I understand is still the largest private yacht in the world which didn’t give those on 
board during the day we were out in the water back in April any better positioning; in fact 
of course we not only had the best positioning and had the 12 meter yachts coming that 
much closer, very possibly because we had far better looking women on board, but we 
had at least two physicians on board, Ed a cardiologist, were I to have got seasick, but 
he remains still, to the best of my knowledge, a close colleague of our pal filthy rich Bozo 



who I wager has by now already sold all his 30 or so luxury “condomunisms” [sic] on the 
upper east end of Manhattan he has kept empty for years speculating that what he 
“loses on the roundabouts he makes up for in the swings”. 
 
BTW, my Royal Mater who I have not spoken with since late summer of 2004 when she 
strongly “advised” me, “Are you not concerned for your life!” when informing her of the 
glaring gaps in DAAC Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s The Diamond 
Invention, is no doubt beginning to “smile” even if not “from ear to ear”. 
 
Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman first picked up her customary ending to all her very 
brilliant written communications “Keep Smiling!” from her assassinated father Al Ash 
even if she was never certain that my awesome granddad was in fact murdered by the 
DAAC for having voiced as quest as he was, the need for my father, Bernie Gevisser to 
leave his and his father’s The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies before it was too 
late. 
 
My mother will recall well the rest of the “cover story” which at its core was all about the 
“pittance” 500 Rand a month my father earned from this awesomely successful 
multinational trading conglomerate that was the most extremely painful thorn in the side 
to the De Beers Anglo American Cartel who thrive on destroying all forms of competition 
which has you now thinking back and forth to the utter nonsense of the US Foreign 
policy advocates, “In support of our south east Asia policy”; all about stopping the 
spread of communism which the poorly informed American masses construed as being 
“anti free markets” while the most anti-competition regime in the world was in South 
Africa, the DAAC South African Apartheid Regime protected by the 3 Branches of the 
US Government, depending both on distracting the quick fix-TV addicted-remote control 
American masses and the most brutal DAAC CIA backed up by the DAAC Armed 
Forces of the United States who of course have been very closely watched by the Israeli 
Defense Forces ever since early January 1949 when US-British pilots provided armed 
escort to Egyptian fighters taking on Israel’s one squadron commanded by my uncle Syd 
Cohen who chose wisely to have my father as his wingman in my Dad’s only 4th mission 
dive bombing the crap out of the DAAC Nazi bastards back on December 10th, 1944. 



No doubt you, a very seasoned litigator, again California Lawyer of the Year 1998, are 
still in the midst of a “tailspin” although it is highly doubtful you could even begin to 
appreciate what it was like for the relatively few fighter-bomber-pilots of World Oil War II 
like my father, Bernie Gevisser dive bombing the crap out of the DAAC Nazi bastards; 
those right alongside you being blown to bits by AKAK fired from the ground as you 
directed your flying bomb, carrying as much as 1500 pounds of high explosives in 
addition to the fuel in your wings carrying munitions fired by both your machine guns at 
bullet speed plus of course you would know when computing the impact upon the 
eyeball of a Nazi not knowing what hit him square in the eyes, to add in to your velocity 
count the speed of the plane, nothing less than the entire guidance system for your very 



heavy and deadly explosives that of course kill innocent civilians placed in harms way by 
an enemy-friend. 
 
In air warfare war nothing grounds you more than pure survival instincts fined tuned by 
trusting your weapon systems, the tender loving care of your mechanics on the ground 
many of whom are of a different race in their own race for survival, your and your fellow 
fighter bomber pilots, a class well above all the other pilots, and finally your own training 
that at times had like my father did, a son-of-a-bitch anti-Semitic Leutenant Cohen who 
was not Jewish, forcing my dad to repeat time and again, “I am a fucken pig” when my 
dad would fuckup in training; bearing in mind when my very brilliant hand-eye 
coordinated dad volunteered to fight he was barely 18 years of age and not, however, 
quite as worldly as me by the time I was 15 and “smelled a rat” when seeing the 
connecting dots between Israel supplying weapons systems in broad daylight to 
American Charles Engelhard’s South African Apartheid Regime which the 3 Branches of 
the US Government including the US Supreme Court had to blinded, by only just 
diamond currency, not to see. 
 
No doubt your law school or Justice Department training included having you stay quiet 
and spend just 30 seconds of your time even if it meant taking away from you fornicating 
with yourself to read the last paragraph very slowly of Alan Greenspan’s most important 
1966 essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM: 
 

This is the shabby secret of the welfare statists’ tirades 
against gold. Deficit spending is simply a scheme for the 
"hidden" confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of 
this insidious process. It stands as a protector of 
property rights. If one grasps this, one has no difficulty 
in understanding the statists’ antagonism toward the gold 
standard. 

 
“Antagonism” was as good a choice of words as the rest of this very brilliant and of 
course very truthful essay that again was written when people like American Charles 
Engelhard were in the very prime of life focused exclusively on stealing all the property 
of the world worth talking about while getting Americans in particular hooked on the 
Norman Rockwell painting, a husband and wife and two kids sitting comfortably in front 
of a TV set in their own home which they would inevitably own “free and clear”. 
 
Imagine what my father felt like the moment he returned to South Africa on April 23rd 
1945, completing his final 71st mission on April 15th, buried his beloved mother who he 
never knew was dying of cancer on June 8th, 1945 but right after he said his first “Hello, I 
am back” to Kate Sher Gevisser who was just 50 years young and very beautiful and 
most kind to her and her husband’s favorite middle child, so much smarter than her 
youngest and oldest it isn’t really worth talking about all much, at least not right now, in 
this paragraph, Kate’s only brother Louis Sher whose one daughter Maureen would 
marry multi-billionaire Michael Rapp the “real estate arm” of Sir Donald Gordon of 
Liberty-Sun Life Insurance, attacked my father with a knife, intending to kill my dad who 
Louis blamed for his sister contracting cancer, the result, this madman argued, of “worry 
to death” that Bernie would not return from a war that both Kate and her street smart 
trader husband, Israel Issy Gevisser knew made absolutely no sense, but plenty of gold 
for the victors, some living in the US. 
 



Common sense would tell you and anyone with a miniscule of a conscience only a 
moron would even begin to suggest anything other than De Beers responsible for both 
World Oil War I and II as well as each and every conflict in the world including that 
between the two medical doctors that you still tied up in court for the next, I believe it is 3 
odd days. 
 
I think you can appreciate that I protect not only myself but my loved ones by constantly 
bringing Public International Attention to the failure of US Justice Department officials to 
focus on every other so very inconsequential crooked organization besides for the De 
Beers Anglo American Cartel when it is so fricken obvious that this very dark 
organization have each and every member of the Justice Department for at least the 
past century bought and paid for. 
 
Worse yet is the fact that the so very anti-Semitic DAAC controlled US Justice 
Department hire so many Jewish lawyers who start out with the very “best of intentions” 
but in no time at all get so very co-opted-corrupted, so very forgetful of the fundamental 
teachings of Judaism that is much more than a “value system” that of course not all that 
many Americans or South African I have met in my entire life know the first thing about, 
while best talking out of both sides of their mouths, it is a way to “reach God” who only 
presents for all the morons out there his genius in the form of the Laws of G-DNature, so 
very smart to allow those who have allowed their formal education to interfere with their 
learning to only be Jewish when it suits them, so very transparent. 
 
Each moment that you let go by so you show that not only are you on the side of the 
DAAC who interfere with the light but you mostly wish me “harm”. 
 
Day by day, moment by moment I will be deriving great satisfaction in disrobing all those 
Emperors without Clothes beginning with people such as yourself who not only should 
know better but now faced with the truth of all your obfuscations should be the first to 
drop all the other total bullshit lawsuits that afford you another pickle to hand Stephen 
Cohen to help rinse down his Bacon, Lettuce and Tomato sandwiches and do the right 
thing and the smart thing which is also the right and, to hell with giving peace a better 
chance since we all know that peace is war to all those such as lawyers-politicians who 
thrive on conflict, profiting most of all from war, the bloodier the better, but to at least try 
and save your soul although since I am not God I cannot guarantee it will help, but why 
not try, what do you really have to lose? 
 
You have all the evidence to not simply file another nonsense lawsuit but to convene a 
meeting of every lawyer and judge you know throughout the United States and demand 
they stop immediately with all their games; most of all realize that the world does not 
revolve around the United States of America and all the bullshit laws and regulations that 
have come about the result of using America’s brutish military force to enslave the 
world’s masses. 
 
Shame on you if you do not act now! 
 
If not now then when? 
 
Gary S. Gevisser 
Just3ants.com 
 



[Word count 11916] 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 10:40 PM 
To: 'John K. Pollard Jr.' 
Cc: Empower Capital, Inc. 
Subject: RE: I guess Jim is hiding 
 
I have spent the past 10 minutes while watching Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, 
starring Jonny Depp, racking my brain and the best I can help you with to flush out Jim is 
for you to reach one of his assistants and let them know the implications I am suggesting 
once the world knows that there is no trace of homosexuality in the DNA? 
 

 
From: John K. Pollard Jr. [mailto:jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 10:28 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: I guess Jim is hiding 

The Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory said yesterday that Dr Watson could not be 
contacted to comment on his remarks. 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 10:16 PM 
To: Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu 
Cc: Devin Standard; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of 
South Africa; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Mark Gevisser - The Nation's 
southern African correspondant; Stedman; Oprah; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman 
c/o Raz Elmaleh; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Deborah 
"Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Maxwell M. Blecher Esq; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven 
Spielberg's lawyer; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; Evelyn Huang - 
DeBeers; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; president.house@yale.edu; 
Lowell Potiker - Fund manager; Michael Strauss Esq. - International Monetary Fund; 
Simon Wiesenthal Center; Rush Limbaugh; johnandken@johnandkenshow.com; John 
Ziegler - KFI 640 AM "More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic] 
Subject: I know better than to ask "what do you think?" of your buddy, what do you 
think? Also how about dinner at the cliff house. you choose the subject, in exchange for 
DAAC Watson's email address? 
 

 
 

• Africans are less intelligent than Westerners, says DNA 
pioneer  

http://www.independent.co.uk/�
http://ad.uk.doubleclick.net/click%3Bh=v8/35ee/3/0/%2a/q%3B92968488%3B0-0%3B0%3B18110280%3B1-468/60%3B20833171/20851064/1%3B%3B~sscs%3D%3fhttp:/www.theindependentonline.co.uk/studentcalendar/�


Fury at James Watson's theory: "All our social policies are based on the fact that 
their intelligence is the same as ours - whereas all the testing says not really"  

By Cahal Milmo  

Published: 17 October 2007  

One of the world's most eminent scientists was embroiled in an extraordinary row last 
night after he claimed that black people were less intelligent than white people and the 
idea that "equal powers of reason" were shared across racial groups was a delusion.  

James Watson, a Nobel Prize winner for his part in the unravelling of DNA who now runs 
one of America's leading scientific research institutions, drew widespread condemnation 
for comments he made ahead of his arrival in Britain today for a speaking tour at venues 
including the Science Museum in London. 

The 79-year-old geneticist reopened the explosive debate about race and science in a 
newspaper interview in which he said Western policies towards African countries were 
wrongly based on an assumption that black people were as clever as their white 
counterparts when "testing" suggested the contrary. He claimed genes responsible for 
creating differences in human intelligence could be found within a decade. 

The newly formed Equality and Human Rights Commission, successor to the 
Commission for Racial Equality, saidit was studying Dr Watson's remarks "in full". Dr 
Watson told The Sunday Times that he was "inherently gloomy about the prospect of 
Africa" because "all our social policies are based on the fact that their intelligence is the 
same as ours – whereas all the testing says not really". He said there was a natural 
desire that all human beings should be equal but "people who have to deal with black 
employees find this not true". 

His views are also reflected in a book published next week, in which he writes: "There is 
no firm reason to anticipate that the intellectual capacities of peoples geographically 
separated in their evolution should prove to have evolved identically. Our wanting to 
reserve equal powers of reason as some universal heritage of humanity will not be 
enough to make it so." 

The furore echoes the controversy created in the 1990s by The Bell Curve, a book co-
authored by the American political scientist Charles Murray, which suggested differences 
in IQ were genetic and discussed the implications of a racial divide in intelligence. The 
work was heavily criticised across the world, in particular by leading scientists who 
described it as a work of "scientific racism". 

Dr Watson arrives in Britain today for a speaking tour to publicise his latest book, Avoid 
Boring People: Lessons from a Life in Science. Among his first engagements is a 
speech to an audience at the Science Museum organised by the Dana Centre, which 
held a discussion last night on the history of scientific racism. 

Critics of Dr Watson said there should be a robust response to his views across the 
spheres of politics and science. Keith Vaz, the Labour chairman of the Home Affairs 
Select Committee, said: "It is sad to see a scientist of such achievement making such 



baseless, unscientific and extremely offensive comments. I am sure the scientific 
community will roundly reject what appear to be Dr Watson's personal prejudices. 

"These comments serve as a reminder of the attitudes which can still exists at the 
highestprofessional levels." 

The American scientist earned a place in the history of great scientific breakthroughs of 
the 20th century when he worked at the University of Cambridge in the 1950s and 1960s 
and formed part of the team which discovered the structure of DNA. He shared the 1962 
Nobel Prize for medicine with his British colleague Francis Crick and New Zealand-born 
Maurice Wilkins. 

But despite serving for 50 years as a director of the Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory on 
Long Island, considered a world leader in research into cancer and genetics, Dr Watson 
has frequently courted controversy with some of his views on politics, sexuality and race. 
The respected journal Science wrote in 1990: "To many in the scientific community, 
Watson has long been something of a wild man, and his colleagues tend to hold their 
collective breath whenever he veers from the script." 

In 1997, he told a British newspaper that a woman should have the right to abort her 
unborn child if tests could determine it would be homosexual. He later insisted he was 
talking about a "hypothetical" choice which could never be applied. He has also 
suggested a link between skin colour and sex drive, positing the theory that black people 
have higher libidos, and argued in favour of genetic screening and engineering on the 
basis that "stupidity" could one day be cured. He has claimed that beauty could be 
genetically manufactured, saying: "People say it would be terrible if we made all girls 
pretty. I think it would great." 

The Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory said yesterday that Dr Watson could not be 
contacted to comment on his remarks. 

Steven Rose, a professor of biological sciences at the Open University and a founder 
member of the Society for Social Responsibility in Science, said: "This is Watson at his 
most scandalous. He has said similar things about women before but I have never heard 
him get into this racist terrain. If he knew the literature in the subject he would know he 
was out of his depth scientifically, quite apart from socially and politically." 

Anti-racism campaigners called for Dr Watson's remarks to be looked at in the context of 
racial hatred laws. A spokesman for the 1990 Trust, a black human rights group, said: "It 
is astonishing that a man of such distinction should make comments that seem to 
perpetuate racism in this way. It amounts to fuelling bigotry and we would like it to be 
looked at for grounds of legal complaint."  

Interesting? Click here to explore further 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2007 9:34 PM 
To: John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan 
Cc: rest; Adam Tucker; Miriam Ross - Survival International; Joseph A. Greco - 



Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Professor Joe 
Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; JRK@class-action-
law.com; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 
Diamond Invention; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; 
Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Newell Starks - 
Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation 
fronting corporation; Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative 
Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV ; Enid Enga Pigors - Office of the Chairman & 
CEO of Coca Cola; Michele Malkin; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - 
AIG; ron.lieber@wsj.com; Roger W. Robinson - Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Roberto Quinones - Public Defender 
- Jose Eddie Pollard; Robert H. Frank - Profefessor of Economics - Cornell University ; 
Rush Limbaugh; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; Sarah Salaheddin 
Eltantawi - Harvard University; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Drew 
Faust - President of Harvard University; president.house@yale.edu; NO LONGER 
PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - 
aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Kristin Osborn - Clear Channel 
Communications; Jewish Telegraph Group of Newspapers; Jay McMichael - CNN 
photojournalist; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for 
Starbucks; Gregg Birnbaum - Political Editor for New York Post - webeditor of Just 
Hilary; Dan Weinstein - co Managing Director of the Wetherly Capital Group; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: HEAD TO CHINA 
 
John – if you were not afraid for your life and the US Dollars in your back pocket were 
worthless, would you return to southern Sudan and how would you help? 
 
WorldNetDaily.com 
U.S. dollar facing imminent collapse? 
Fed in bind as Paulsen, Bernanke head to China 
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53311 
 
 
FORBES.COM 
Metals - Gold breaks through to fresh high as dollar slumps, oil soars 
http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/09/28/afx4167171.html 

 

 
 

http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53311
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